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Two puzzling features in the experimental study of jet quenching in central Pb+Pb collisions
at the LHC are explained within a linearized Boltzmann transport model for jet propagation. A
γ-tagged jet is found to lose about 15% of its initial energy while its azimuthal angle remains almost
unchanged due to rapid cooling of the medium. The reconstructed jet fragmentation function is
found to have some modest enhancement at both small and large fractional momenta as compared
to that in the vacuum because of the increased contribution of leading particles to the reconstructed
jet energy and induced gluon radiation and recoiled partons. A γ-tagged jet fragmentation function
is proposed that is more sensitive to jet-medium interaction and the jet transport parameter in the
medium. The effects of recoiled medium partons on the reconstructed jets are also discussed.
PACS numbers: 25.75.Bh,25.75.Cj,25.75.Ld
Parton energy loss due to multiple scattering and
bremsstrahlung in dense medium should be accompanied
by transverse momentum (pT ) broadening [1]. One there-
fore should expect to see suppression of the yield and
pT broadening of leading hadrons from jet fragmenta-
tion. This is the main mechanism behind the observed jet
quenching [2] phenomena as manifested in the suppres-
sion of large pT hadron spectra, dihadron and γ-hadron
correlations in high-energy heavy-ion collisions.
The jet quenching study has also been extended to full
jets [3], which are reconstructed with a jet-finding algo-
rithm [4] and consist of collimated clusters of hadrons
(or partons in a partonic description) within a jet cone√
(φ− φJ )2 + (η − ηJ )2 ≤ R, where η (ηJ ) and φ (φJ )
are hadrons’ (jet’s) pseudorapidity and azimuthal angle,
respectively. Since some jet shower partons can be trans-
ported outside the jet cone through multiple scattering
and bremsstrahlung, one should also expect to see a re-
duction of the reconstructed jet energy and change of
its azimuthal angle. In addition, one also expects to see
a modification of the jet fragmentation function and jet
transverse profile. A large dijet asymmetry in central
Pb+Pb collisions at
√
s = 2.76 TeV is indeed observed
at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [5], consistent with
the picture of jet quenching [6–10]. However, two puzzles
in jet modification still lack satisfactory explanations.
Despite the large dijet asymmetry, there is no appar-
ent azimuthal angle broadening within experimental er-
rors. The reconstructed jet fragmentation function has a
modest but interesting modification with enhancement at
both large and small momentum fractions zjet = pL/Ejet
[11].
Back-to-back γ jets are considered “golden channels”
for the study of jet quenching since they have less trig-
ger bias [12] than dijets. Although γ-jet asymmetry as
measured in Pb+Pb collisions at the LHC [13, 14] can be
explained by parton energy loss [15, 16], there is still a
lack of satisfactory explanations of the apparent puzzles
in the structure of the medium modified jets. In this Let-
ter, we will report a first study of medium modification
of γ-tagged jets within a linearized Boltzmann transport
(LBT) model [17] and address the aforementioned puz-
zles in the measured jet structure in high-energy heavy-
ion collisions at the LHC. We further propose measure-
ments of the γ-tagged jet fragmentation function and
its medium modification that are more sensitive to jet-
medium interaction and the jet transport parameter. We
will also discuss the effects of jet-induced medium exci-
tation since the LBT model tracks the transport of both
shower and recoiled partons.
Within the LBT model, the propagation of jet shower
partons and medium excitation is simulated according to
a linearized Boltzmann equation
p1 · ∂f1(p1) = −
∫
dp2dp3dp4(f1f2 − f3f4)|M12→34|2
× (2π)4δ4(p1 + p2 − p3 − p4), (1)
where dpi = d
3pi/[2Ei(2π)
3], fi = 1/(e
p·u/T ± 1) (i =
2, 4) are parton phase-space distributions in a thermal
medium with local temperature T and fluid velocity u =
(1, ~v)/
√
1− ~v2, and fi = (2π)3δ3(~p − ~pi)δ3(~x − ~xi − ~vit)
(i = 1, 3) are the parton phase-space densities before
and after scattering. We assume a small angle approxi-
mation for the elastic scattering amplitude |M12→34|2 =
Cg4(sˆ2+ uˆ2)/(−tˆ+µ2D)2 with Debye screening mass µD,
where sˆ, tˆ, and uˆ are Mandelstam variables, and C = 1
(9/4) is the color factor for quark-gluon (gluon-gluon)
scattering. The strong coupling constant αs = g
2/4π is
fixed and will be determined via comparisons to experi-
mental data.
Partons are assumed to propagate along classical tra-
jectories between two adjacent collisions. The probabil-
2ity of scattering is determined in each time step ∆t by
Pa = 1 − exp[−
∑
j(∆xj · u)
∑
b σabρb(xj)], where σab is
the parton scattering cross section, the sum over time
steps starts from the last scattering point, and ρb is the
local medium parton density. Both shower (p3) and re-
coiled medium partons (p4) after each scattering are fol-
lowed by further scatterings in the medium. To account
for the backreaction in the Boltzmann transport, initial
thermal partons (p2), denoted as “negative” partons, are
transported according to the Boltzmann equation. Their
energies and momenta will be subtracted from all final
observables. These negative partons are considered as
part of the recoiled partons that are responsible for jet-
induced medium excitations [17].
In this study, the LBT model is extended to include
induced radiation accompanying each elastic scattering
according to the high-twist approach [18]
dNag
dzdk2
⊥
dt
=
6αsP (z)
πk4
⊥
(pˆ · u)qˆa sin2 t− ti
2τf
, (2)
where z and k⊥ are the energy fraction and transverse
momentum of the radiated gluon, pˆµ = pµ/p0, P (z) =
[1+(1−z)2]/z the splitting function, τf = 2Ez(1−z)/k2⊥
the gluon formation time, and qˆa =
∑
b ρb
∫
dtˆq2
⊥
dσab/dtˆ
the jet transport parameter. The Debye screening mass
µD is used as an infrared cutoff for the gluon’s energy.
Multiple gluon emissions induced by a single scattering
are included according to a Poisson distribution. All ra-
diated gluons are assumed to be on-shell, and their 4-
momenta are successively determined from Eq. (2).
For initial configurations of γ jets, we use HIJING [19]
for p+p collisions at
√
s = 2.76 TeV with a trigger on the
transverse momentum transfer qT ≥ 30 GeV in the c.m.
frame of two colliding partons. Further selections are
made for events with pγT > 60 GeV. Jet shower partons,
including those from both initial- and final-state radia-
tion, are transported through a thermal medium within
the LBT model. The final partons, including negative
partons, are used for jet reconstruction using a modified
version of the anti-kt algorithm in FASTJET [4], in which
energies and momenta of negative partons are subtracted
from the final jet observables. The energies of jets recon-
structed from the final hadrons and partons differ only
about 1 GeV in p+ p collisions from HIJING.
According to Eq. (2), the radiative energy loss of a
single parton going through multiple scattering is
∆Ea ≈ 3αs
2
∫
dτ(τ − τ0)(pˆ · u)qˆa ln 2E
(τ − τ0)µ2D
. (3)
The corresponding pT broadening is
〈∆p2T 〉 =
∫
dτ(pˆ · u)qˆa. (4)
In a static and uniform medium, the total parton energy
loss has an approximate quadratic dependence on the
FIG. 1: Energy loss as a function of time (left) and azimuthal
distribution relative to the γ direction (right) for γ-tagged jets
in a uniform gluonic medium.
propagation length while the pT broadening has a lin-
ear dependence. In high-energy heavy-ion collisions, the
jet transport parameter should have a time dependence
qˆa = qˆ
0
a(τ0/τ)
1+α with α ≥ 0 whose value becomes bigger
in the later stage of evolution due to fast 3D expansion.
In this case, the total energy loss is approximately lin-
ear in the propagation length while the pT broadening
has a logarithmic dependence or less. These length de-
pendences should be the same for reconstructed jets as
we will show. It is important to keep in mind that fast
expansion in heavy-ion collisions results in much bigger
reduction in the pT broadening than the jet energy loss.
To illustrate the connection between energy loss and
azimuthal broadening for reconstructed jets, we consider
first the propagation of γ-tagged jets in a uniform and
static gluonic medium at temperature T = 300 MeV. We
set αs = 0.4 and µ
2
D = 1 GeV
2 for simplicity and use a
jet-cone size R = 0.4. Shown in Fig. 1 (left) is the jet
energy loss that has a clear quadratic time dependence
during the early times. The corresponding pT broaden-
ing of single partons should increase linearly during early
times. This leads to a significant azimuthal angle broad-
ening of the reconstructed jets, as shown in Fig. 1 (right).
If we include only jet shower partons (dotted line) in the
jet reconstruction, the energy loss is considerably larger
than when radiated gluons (dashed line) or all (shower
+ radiated + recoiled ) partons (solid line) are included.
Both radiated gluons and recoiled medium partons enter
the jet cone and become part of the reconstructed jets.
For the study of γ-tagged jets in heavy-ion collisions
within the LBT model, we use the space-time profile of
temperature and fluid velocity in the quark-gluon phase
from (3+1)D ideal hydrodynamical simulations [20] of
Pb+Pb collisions at the LHC. The initial γ-jet produc-
tion from HIJING is distributed according to the over-
lap function of two colliding nuclei with a Wood-Saxon
nuclear geometry. Whenever comparisons are made to
the experimental data, we apply the same kinematic
cuts to the LBT results. For CMS data [13], pγT > 60
GeV, |ηγ | < 1.44, pjetT > 30 GeV, |ηjet| < 1.6, and
∆φ = |φjet − φγ | > 7π/8, and for ATLAS data [14],
3FIG. 2: Distribution of γ-jet asymmetry x = pjetT /p
γ
T in
Pb+Pb collisions with four centralities at
√
s = 2.76 TeV
from LBT with αs = 0.2 as compared to CMS data [13].
60 < pγT < 90 GeV, |ηγ | < 1.3, pjetT > 25 GeV,
|ηjet| < 2.1, and ∆φ > 7π/8. In LBT simulations, we
use a Debye screening mass µ2D = 4παsT
2.
Following experiments at the LHC [13, 14], we first
calculate the γ-jet asymmetry distribution dN/dx with
x = pjetT /p
γ
T . Shown in Fig. 2 are γ-jet asymmetry distri-
butions from LBT simulations (histogram) as compared
to CMS data [13] (solid circles) in Pb+Pb collisions at√
s = 2.76 TeV with four different centralities and for a
jet-cone size R = 0.3. Because of initial-state radiation, γ
jets are produced with a large momentum asymmetry in
p+p and peripheral Pb+Pb collisions where there is no or
little medium-induced jet energy loss. The LBT results
can fit the experimental data of both p+ p and Pb+Pb
with different centralities quite well with a fixed value
of αs = 0.2. The asymmetry distributions in x seem to
depend very weakly on the centrality even though there
is significant jet energy loss as we will show below.
One can further quantify the γ-jet asymmetry in
heavy-ion collisions by the averaged asymmetry or ratio
of the jet and photon transverse momenta 〈x〉 = 〈pjetT /pγT 〉
and the jet survival rate or fraction of γ-tagged jets RJγ
with pjetT > 30 GeV (CMS cut) or x = p
jet
T /p
γ
T > 0.42
(ATLAS cut). Shown in Fig. 3 are LBT results (lines)
on the averaged γ-jet asymmetry 〈x〉 and jet survival
rate RJγ as functions of the number of participant nu-
cleons are compared to CMS (solid circles and squares)
[13] and ATLAS (open circles) data [14]. Note those
kinematic cuts in ATLAS data, which are also truncated
with x < 0.42, are somewhat different from that in CMS
data. In LBT calculations, αs=0.15–0.23 are used with
the CMS cuts (dashed) while αs=0.2–0.27 for the ATLAS
cuts (solid). One can see that the averaged momentum
FIG. 3: Averaged γ-jet asymmetry 〈x〉 = 〈pjetT /pγT 〉 (left) and
jet survival rate RJγ (right) as functions of the number of
participant nucleons in Pb+Pb at
√
s = 2.76 TeV from LBT
as compared to experimental data [13, 14]. Values of αs =
0.15–0.23 (dashed line) and 0.2–0.27 (solid line) are used for
LBT calculations with CMS and ATLAS cuts, respectively.
FIG. 4: Averaged energy loss as a function of time (left) and
azimuthal distribution relative to the γ (right) for γ-tagged
jets in central (0%–10%) Pb+Pb collisions at
√
s = 2.76 TeV.
asymmetry 〈x〉 has a very weak centrality dependence
and is not very sensitive to the value of αs. The jet sur-
vival rate RJγ has, however, a stronger dependence on
the centrality and the value of αs or the strength of the
jet-medium interaction.
With the jet-medium interaction strength fixed by the
experimental data on γ-jet asymmetry, we can now turn
to the net jet energy loss and azimuthal angle broadening.
Shown in Fig. 4 (left) is the averaged jet energy loss as
a function of time in the most central 10% of Pb+Pb
collisions at
√
s = 2.76 TeV for a jet-cone size R = 0.3
from LBT simulations with αs = 0.2. Because of rapid
cooling due to 3D expansion, jet energy loss saturates
approximately 10 fm/c after an initial linear rise with
the final fractional jet energy loss of about 15% (solid
line). In such an expanding system, one also expects a
reduction in the pT broadening. As a consequence, the jet
azimuthal distribution in central Pb+Pb collisions (solid
line) as shown in Fig. 4 (right) remains almost unchanged
in the opposite direction of γ as compared to that in
p + p collisions (dotted line), in agreement with CMS
data [13] within errors. There is still, however, significant
difference between Pb+Pb and p + p collisions at large
values of azimuthal angle asymmetry ∆φ = φ − π ≡
4FIG. 5: The reconstructed (left) and γ-tagged jet fragmenta-
tion functions (right) within a jet cone R = 0.3 of γ-tagged
jets in central (0%–10%) Pb+Pb collisions at
√
s = 2.76 TeV.
φjet − φγ − π.
Future precision data are therefore necessary to mea-
sure the pT broadening of reconstructed jets. Similar
to the results in a uniform medium in Fig. 1, the inclu-
sion of recoiled partons significantly reduces the net jet
energy loss as compared to the case when only shower
partons (dotted line) and radiated gluons (dashed line)
are included in the jet reconstruction.
When shower partons go through multiple scattering
and bremsstrahlung, they not only reduce the jet en-
ergy but also change the parton spectrum inside the jet
cone. Shown in Fig. 5 (left) is what we refer to as the
reconstructed jet fragmentation function that uses the
reconstructed jet energy to define the momentum frac-
tion zjet = pL/Ejet. We can see a large enhancement at
small zjet due to soft partons from the bremsstrahlung
and medium recoil within the jet-cone. There is almost
no medium modification at intermediate zjet. Similar fea-
tures have been seen in experiments at the Relativistic
Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) [21]. The surprising feature
is the enhancement at large zjet as observed in single jets
in central Pb+Pb collisions [11]. This feature is caused
by the dominance of leading partons in the reconstructed
jet energy, which is used to define the momentum frac-
tion zjet [10, 22]. A large fraction of nonleading partons
is transported outside the jet cone leading to the reduc-
tion of the reconstructed jet energy. To verify this ex-
planation, we plot in Fig. 5 (right) what we refer to as a
γ-tagged jet fragmentation function [12] whose momen-
tum fraction is defined as zγ = pL/Eγ . For fixed value of
Eγ , it more or less reflects the initial jet energy loss be-
fore medium modification. We therefore see significant
suppression of the γ-tagged jet fragmentation function
at large zγ as well as enhancement at small zγ . Such
γ-tagged jet fragmentation function should be more sen-
sitive to the jet-medium interaction and can therefore
be used to extract jet transport parameters of the hot
medium in heavy-ion collisions. Although our study here
is for the parton spectrum within the jet cone, one ex-
pects qualitatively the same for hadron distributions.
In summary, we have studied the medium modification
of γ-tagged jets in high-energy heavy-ion collisions within
the LBT model that includes both multiple scattering
and medium-induced bremsstrahlung. The model can
reproduce well recent experimental data on γ-jet asym-
metry and the survival rate in Pb+Pb collisions at the
LHC. Through an examination of jet energy loss and az-
imuthal angle broadening of γ-tagged jets in both a uni-
form medium and the 3D expanding matter in heavy-ion
collisions, we have explained two puzzling features ob-
served in recent experimental data at the LHC. We il-
lustrate within the LBT model that the rapid cooling
of the expanding medium and different length depen-
dences of the jet energy loss and pT broadening lead to
large γ-jet asymmetry and yet little azimuthal broaden-
ing. Because some soft partons are transported outside
the jet cone causing jet energy loss, the leading partons
have increased their contribution to the reconstructed jet
energy. This leads to a very small modification to the
reconstructed jet fragmentation and even enhancement
at large zjet. We have further proposed a γ-tagged jet
fragmentation function that uses Eγ to define the mo-
mentum fraction zγ . Its suppression at large zγ is shown
to be more sensitive to jet-medium interaction and the
jet transport parameter in medium. We also show that
the inclusion of recoil partons from jet-induced medium
excitation tends to reduce the effective energy loss of a
reconstructed jet. Such effects should be included for any
precision studies of jet modification.
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